ABSTRACT Scalable video coding is a promising solution for efficient video content distribution to users having heterogeneous network and terminal capabilities. Thanks to its inherent multidimensional adaptability, a scalable bit stream can be used to simultaneously transmit multiple video sequences having different bit rates to corresponding target users, without necessity of re-encoding or transcoding. In order to exploit such an advantage effectively, it is crucial to understand the effects of multidimensional scalability options on the perceived quality and the trade-off between the scalability dimensions through subjective quality assessment. This paper reviews existing studies aiming at achieving this goal in order to summarize their results and common findings.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, applications of video content delivery are very popular thanks to the advances of hardware and software technologies for video production and processing. Usually, a content, e.g. a video clip on a video sharing web site, is consumed by many users. This brings an important research issue: how to efficiently deliver video content to consumers having diverse communication environments. Network resources (e.g. bandwidth) available for different users may be quite different and time-varying. In addition, the characteristics of users' terminals may vary significantly in terms of display resolution, processing power, etc. Therefore, the same content needs to be delivered at the same time in different formats according to these variables.
Scalable video coding is a useful concept that can deal with such difficulty in multimedia content delivery. A scal-
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• Spatial scalability, i.e. possibility of reducing the frame size;
• Temporal scalability, i.e. possibility of reducing the frame rate;
• Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) scalability (or quality scalability), i.e. possibility of reducing the frame quality.
Having the three different scalability dimensions, video transmission using scalable video coding schemes requires an adaptive strategy to determine which scalability options to be used for given resource constraints. When a bit rate limitation is given, the three dimensions have trade-off relationship, e.g. increasing the spatial resolution can be done only at the cost of the decreased temporal resolution and/or frame quality. The ultimate goal of such a strategy is to maximize end-users' quality of experience for the delivered content. Therefore, it is important to understand the impact of different scalability options and their combinations on human observers' quality perception through subjective quality assessment. This is still a challenging open research topic because it is not straightforward for human subjects to judge the overall quality of video content across scalability dimensions and provide quality scores of the content in a single rating scale. In addition, subjective quality evaluation of video scalability inherently involves heterogeneous video consumption environments, which brings additional factors that may affect perceived quality of scalable video content. As a result, many research questions related to subjective perception of video scalability are still open. Also, it is not easy to compare different studies that sometimes show contradictory results and to figure out their common conclusions.
In this paper, we review existing studies on subjective quality assessment of video scalability, with slight emphasis on our own recent work. Results of the studies are thoroughly analyzed in various viewpoints such as considered scalability dimensions, used codecs, test environments and methodologies, and used stimuli, so that general conclusions can be identified. In addition, perspectives for future work are also given.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the concept of scalable video coding. In Section 3, a review of the existing work on subjective evaluation of scalable video coding is provided. Finally, concluding remarks along with topics for future work are given in Section 4.
SCALABLE VIDEO CODING
In the last decades, a significant amount of research has been devoted to scalable coding for low complexity video adaptation.
The latest hybrid video coding standard, H.264/MPEG-4 Advanced Video Coding (H.264/AVC), provides a scalable extension called SVC [1] . An SVC bit stream is organized in a base layer, which is compatible to a non-scalable profile of H.264/AVC and corresponds to the lowest spatiotemporal resolution and quality, and several enhancement layers that add spatial, temporal, and/or SNR quality to the reconstructed base layer. Each layer is coded according to the design of single-layer H.264/AVC coding (intra-layer coding) by using intra-picture prediction and motion-compensated inter-picture prediction at the macroblock level. In addition, inter-layer prediction methods are used, which predict enhancement layer data from previously reconstructed data of a lower resolution layer. These methods exploit the statistical dependencies between different layers for improving coding efficiency.
The spatial scalability is achieved by applying inter-layer motion, residual and intra-prediction techniques. Coarse-tofine image pyramid relationships across different resolutions and single-loop decoding are considered. This allows an effective propagation of the information found in the coded motion vectors and prediction residuals from each lower resolution layer to the higher resolution layer. Moreover, the lower resolution signal may consist of a cropped version of the higher resolution data, thus flexible cropping, scaling and alignment of the origins of the picture regions can be performed across layers.
The temporal scalability is achieved by using hierarchical bidirectional prediction. While the pictures of the base layer are only predicted from previous pictures of this layer, the enhancement layer pictures can be predicted by using the pictures of a lower temporal layer as references.
Finally, the SNR scalability is provided by coarse-grain scalability (CGS) and fine-grain scalability (FGS). CGS is achieved by encoding the texture information in the base layer and producing the enhancement layers by decreasing the quantization step size and encoding successive refinements of the transform coefficients. For FGS, a bit plane coding method of discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients in the enhancement layers is used, which allows the enhancement layer bit stream to be truncated at any point.
As an alternative to block-based coding, wavelet-based scalable coding solutions have been also developed [2] . A wavelet transform combined with motion-compensated temporal filtering (MCTF) is applied to perform a spatio-temporal decomposition of the input video sequence. The motion vectors and wavelet coefficients are compressed to remove redundancy and organized in a bit stream having a layered representation. Four different approaches can be distinguished: (1) schemes where MCTF is performed first and then a twodimensional spatial transform on each temporal subband is applied; (2) schemes where the spatial transform is applied before temporal filtering; (3) schemes based on contentadaptive spatio-temporal decompositions; (4) schemes with pyramidal decomposition applied before or after MCTF.
In multimedia applications employing scalable video coding, only a part of the scalable video stream is sent or decoded at the receiver side, depending on the available network resources or terminal decoding and display capabilities. In addition, when the given communication channel is timevarying, the scalable stream enables fast bit rate adaptation.
The problem of quality assessment of scalable video coding aims at investigating the optimal combination of scalability options that maximize the perceived quality of the delivered content for given resource constraints. Scaling in each scalability dimension may degrade the overall video quality perceived at the end-user side. Frame rate reduction may result in motion jerkiness, frame size reduction causes blurring when upscaling is done for a fixed viewing window, and frame quality reduction typically results in blockiness for block-based encoding or blurring for wavelet-based encoding. Furthermore, fluctuations of video quality due to scalability option switching may negatively affect the quality of users' experience.
SUBJECTIVE QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF SCALABLE VIDEO CODING
Existing studies on subjective quality assessment of scalable video coding can be divided into groups with respect to the considered scalability options, which are presented separately below.
Temporal scalability
Human perception of different temporal resolutions has been investigated for a relatively long time. Especially, much work has been done to find the minimum acceptable frame rates of video stimuli for various tasks such as target tracking, target detection/recognition, lip reading, orientation judgment, etc.
As for the scenario of video consumption, various factors affect the perceived quality of different frame rates, e.g. content type, viewing condition, display type, auditory cue, and observer characteristics. For example, a scene with fast motion would need a relatively high frame rate in order to prevent jerkiness artifacts in comparison to a scene with slow motion. A conclusion encompassing the results of the existing studies seems to be that the threshold of a subjective satisfaction level is around 15 Hz, although the exact value will vary significantly according to the aforementioned factors [3].
Temporal and SNR scalability
For a certain target bit rate, once the spatial resolution is fixed, the temporal resolution can be increased only at the cost of decreased frame quality. A significant amount of work has been done in order to examine the optimal trade-off between these two dimensions in terms of perceived quality of the final video sequence. Traditionally, it is believed that a high frame rate is more important for a content with fast motion than a high frame quality, which is supported by [4, 5] . In [4] , subjective experiments were conducted for video sequences encoded by using three different codecs (i.e. the Sorenson codec 2.1, H.263+ and a wavelet-based codec) for eight content types. For a fixed resolution of 352×240 pixels, three frame rates (10, 15 and 30 Hz) were considered. Overall, a frame rate of 15 Hz was most preferred across different coding conditions. However, content-dependence was observed, i.e. for content with slow (or fast) motion, preference of a frame rate of 10 Hz (or 30 Hz) was nearly as high as 15 Hz. Similarly, a double stimulus continuous quality scale (DSCQS) experiment in [5] compared H.263+ sequences coded at three different frame rates (7.5, 15 and 30 Hz) with five quantization parameter (QP) values, for a fixed spatial resolution of 320×192 pixels. The results showed that, for slow motion content, subjective quality degradation due to frame rate reduction was only minor.
Results contradicting this traditional belief have been reported in [6, 7] . In [6] , experiments were conducted under a desktop environment (CIF display resolution) and a palmtop environment (QCIF display resolution). Frame rates from 6 to 24 Hz were examined for three football scenes containing fast motion, encoded with H.263. A so-called "method of limits" was used, in which subjects were asked to indicate when the quality became acceptable or unacceptable, while the quality parameters were increased or decreased, respectively. Although slight differences were found with respect to the spatial resolution, the subjects were more sensitive to frame quality reduction than frame rate reduction. It was concluded that, in small screen devices, reducing frame quality removes important information about the football players and the ball. Finally, an extensive experiment in [7] using 128 contents at CIF resolution investigated the priority between frame rate and frame quality for a wide range of bit rate conditions (50 kbps to 1 Mbps). Motion compensated wavelet/subband video coding was used for encoding video sequences. The results based on the double stimulus impairment scale (DSIS) methodology showed bit rate-dependent preference, i.e. the three frame rates (7.5, 15 and 30 Hz) were most preferred for low, middle and high bit rate ranges, respectively. The boundaries between the three bit rate ranges were higher for complex scenes.
Spatial and temporal scalability
In [8] , the trade-off between the spatial and temporal dimensions was studied based on the paired comparison (PC) methodology. For each bit rate condition, feasible combinations of different spatial and temporal resolutions were compared by 120 subjects. The two resolutions ranged 40-100% of QCIF and 5-25 Hz, respectively, and MPEG-4 encoding was used. Sequences having lower resolutions than QCIF were up-scaled up to the original frame size for presentation. It was found that, in the two-dimensional space of spatial and temporal scalability options, there exists a so-called "optimal adaptation trajectory" (OAT) that ensures the maximal perceived quality for each fixed bit rate when the trade-off of spatial and temporal alternatives is considered. Contentdependence of the OAT was also shown, i.e. the frame rate has higher priority over the frame size for content containing fast motion.
Spatial and SNR scalability
The trade-off between the spatial and SNR dimensions was studied in [5] . Combinations of three spatial resolutions (50, 75 and 100% of an original resolution of 320×192 pixels) and five QP values in H.263+ were compared for a fixed frame rate of 30 Hz. An important finding of the work was that for low bit rate conditions, a small frame size with smaller quantization errors is preferable to a large frame size with large quantization errors. It should be noted that, unlike other studies, the lower spatial resolution sequences were not upscaled to their full original size. Thus, it is not possible to directly compare these results with those reported in other studies where spatial upscaling is used.
Spatial, temporal and SNR scalability
Studies considering the three-dimensional scalability in subjective quality assessment has been presented only recently [9] [10] [11] [12] . In all the studies presented below, sequences having lower frame sizes were always up-scaled to the largest original sizes by assuming fixed viewing windows.
In [9] , subjective quality assessment of low bit rate video sequences (up to 382 kbps) was conducted. Two non-scalable encoding schemes, H.263 and H.264/AVC, were used to produce test stimuli for two spatial resolutions (QCIF and CIF) and three temporal resolutions (7.5, 15 and 30 Hz). From the results obtained using the double stimulus impairment scale variant II (DSIS II) methodology, it was concluded that the perceptual quality is affected by the encoder type, video content, bit rate, frame rate and frame size in a descending order of significance. As for the optimal combination of the spatial and temporal resolutions, a small frame size was preferred while the frame rate should be kept low (high) for a high (low) motion activity. When the spatial or temporal resolution was relatively high at low bit rates, the frame quality needed to be improved to efficiently enhance the perceived quality except for the content with a very low spatial complexity. The frame quality was especially important for H.264/AVCencoded video sequences depicting nature scenes, so that the pixel bit rate should be at least 0.1 bit per pixel despite their frame rate and frame size.
Subjective evaluation of video sequences produced by SVC for mobile environments was performed in [10] . The bit rate conditions were chosen to be representative of wireless networks such as HSDPA and DVB-H. The audio channel was accompanied during the stimulus presentation. The results obtained by using the DSCQS methodology showed that scaling in the spatial dimension influences the perceived quality more significantly than scaling along the temporal or SNR dimensions. This is partially because the spatial scaling yielded larger bit rate changes in the chosen operation points of SVC.
In [11] , a series of subjective experiments using stimuli obtained by SVC were presented. It was shown that, when the spatial resolution was fixed, subjects preferred a higher frame rate over a higher frame quality. When the temporal and spatial dimensions were compared, most of the subjects preferred the sequences having blurring artifacts due to upscaling for small frame sizes against the jerky sequences having low frame rates. Content-dependence of the perceived quality was also examined, from which it was concluded that the correlation between the content and perceived quality decreases according to the increase of the frame size, frame rate or frame quality.
In [12] , we presented an extensive subjective experiment Fig. 2 . Summary of the subjective evaluation results for SVC and a wavelet-based scalable codec as presented in [12] . The bit rate conditions are divided into 'low' and 'high' conditions with thresholds of about 700 kbps and 900 kbps for the two codecs, respectively. A > B means an improvement in dimension A is preferable to an improvement in dimension B. S, T and R indicates the spatial, temporal and SNR dimensions, respectively. (a) When the frame size is fixed. (b) When the frame size and rate vary simultaneously. (c) When the frame rate is fixed.
where two scalable codecs (SVC and a wavelet-based codec) were used to produce stimuli of wide ranges of bit rates (up to 4 Mbps), frame rates (up to 50 Hz), frame size (up to 1280×720). The results from the PC-based tests can be summarized as shown in Fig. 2 . For fixed frame sizes, the frame rate and quality are compared, where the frame quality is governed by coding artifacts (Fig. 2(a) ). The results showed that a higher frame rate was always preferred against a better quality. The frame rate also appeared to be important when the frame rate and size varied simultaneously (Fig. 2(b) ). An exception was observed when the bit rate was small, which indicates that for a low bit rate condition, enhancing the frame quality through increase of the frame size is more important than increasing the frame rate. For fixed frame rates (Fig.  2(c) ), the comparison is between the frame size, related to the amount of blurring artifacts, and the frame quality, affected by coding artifacts. For SVC, a better quality was preferred over a larger frame size, while a larger size was more important in the wavelet-based codec. This is due to the fact that the coding artifacts of the two codecs are fundamentally different, i.e. blockiness in SVC versus blurring in the wavelet-based codec, and blurring artifacts are usually less annoying than blockiness artifacts.
Although it is not straightforward to directly compare the studies presented up to now, they can be roughly summarized as follows. Since a small frame size is usually up-scaled to the full original resolution by assuming a fixed viewing win-dow, the trade-off among the three scalability dimensions is in effect between the frame rate and the frame quality affected by blurring and coding artifacts. It seems that there exists a bit rate threshold where the subjective preference among the scalability options is switched. When the bit rate is smaller than the threshold, a better frame quality level achieved in the spatial or SNR dimensions is preferable against a higher frame rate. Above the threshold, the frame quality becomes acceptable and thus increasing the frame rate is effective for better perceived quality. The threshold highly depends on the content type, but other factors such as the codec and viewing condition are also involved in determining the threshold.
Dynamic scalability variations
In [13] , the aspect of temporally varying operation points of scalability for adaptive video transmission was considered. It was shown that frequent operation point switching or a large variation of quality switching has an undesirable impact on the perceived quality.
Other factors
Not only the three scalability dimensions govern the perceived quality of scalable video coding, but also other elements significantly contribute to the perceived quality.
The encoder type is one of such elements. In [9] , it was shown that the coder type is the most significant factor affecting perceived quality among five factors (i.e. encoder type, content, bit rate, frame rate and frame size). In [12] , general conclusions remained consistent for the employed two encoders, while different types of artifacts generated by the encoders played different roles for some cases.
The viewing environment is also an important factor. The work in [6] compared the results for desktop and palmtop environments, and notable differences in the influence of the frame rate on perceived quality were reported.
Additionally, users' prior experience and expectation are factors affecting perceived quality of scalable video coding [10, 11] , although measuring and analyzing their influence quantitatively are not straightforward.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we surveyed existing studies on subjective quality assessment of scalable video coding. We compared and analyzed them with respect to the considered scalability dimensions. As a general conclusion, there exists subjective preference among the scalability options, which varies mainly according to bit rate conditions, but also depends on several factors such as content, encoder types, viewing environments, and even users' experience and expectation.
The findings of subjective studies can be exploited to design adaptive content distribution strategies where the operation point of scalability is automatically adjusted according to the static or dynamic bit rate constraint (e.g. [14] [15] [16] [17] ). Moreover, they can be used as a basis for developing objective video quality measures that automatically evaluate the quality of multimedia content as perceived by end-users (e.g. [18, 19] ). The objective metrics can be used to perform in-service video quality monitoring so that the service provider can obtain information about the quality of the delivered video content and react accordingly in real-time.
In real-world applications of scalable video coding, factors causing quality degradation may exist, e.g. packet loss and transmission delay, which has been rarely considered in quality assessment of scalable video coding. Consideration of such errors together with multidimensional scalability would be beneficial for designing real-world applications in errorprone network environments.
Additionally, multimedia content accompanies audio channels along with visual channels in most cases. It is well-known that the two modalities directly and indirectly interact during the human perception process of audio-visual content and its quality, e.g. masking effects, synchronization, and focus of attention [20] [21] [22] , which has been usually neglected in quality assessment of scalable video coding. Thus, it would be desirable to perform visual and audio-visual quality assessment under the presence of the audio channel in the framework of scalable video coding.
In the research field of of quality assessment, it is important to have common databases that can be used for benchmarking and comparison of different studies. To the best knowledge of the authors, there exists only one publicly available dataset for quality assessment of scalable video coding, which contains scalable video sequences and subjective data described in [12] 1 . Thus, we believe that it is necessary to encourage researchers to publish their datasets for diverse conditions and applications in order to facilitate further advances in this field. [3] J. Y. C. Chen and J. E. Thropp, "Review of low frame rate effects on human performance," IEEE Trans. Syst.,
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